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About this property
 

Commercial for sale in Pakse district,
Champasak province
A great opportunity to own this beautiful hotel with
best price! It is disposed in a very attractive and
picturesque area in Pakse district, Champasack
province.It provides many spacious rooms, well
maintained garden, with great location in a nice
residential area near the key point in the city of
Champasack province. The property is located close
to the main road, making it easily accessible year-
round and suitable for relaxation.
The dwelling is completed of new brick construction
as well as beautiful views of the picturesque
surroundings trees and clean environment. The
hotel‘s area is 19,091sq.m, which is distributed:
living area, kitchen, dining area, 40 bedrooms with
panoramic view to the village and 42 bathrooms/
WC. The floors are tiles, the windows with wooden
frames. This excellent hotel comes with comfortable
furniture and complete equipment that you can see
in the pictures. The hotel is finished with good
design; there are air-conditioning, electricity, water
supply, DSL – internet, TV - sat and etc.The yard is
landscaped with decorative trees for pleasant time
outdoors in the beautiful and charging nature
scenery.
The area is quiet, with picturesque views to the
river, offering everyday amenities and regular
transport for easy communication with the
surrounding settlements and some facilities such as
the market, bank, hospital, school, restaurant and
other facilities.
Our services
We are a reputable company with many years of
experience in the real estate business. Thus, we will
be with you not only during the purchase process,
but also after the deal is completed, providing you
with a wide range of additional services for your
requirements and needs, so that you can fully enjoy
your life.
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